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The most important part in the life of a guitarist is when he realizes how to play guitar more
efficiently so as to play some awesome music.   A phase comes in the life of every artist that he
wants to be like his lead. Playing the tracks of some rock songs are not enough to become a best
guitarist. To become the best player you require learning more for an expert to become perfect.  If
you want to be a lead guitarist, you need lots of dedication and practice but make sure that you are
fully ready to learn and to take the classes in order to enhance your skills. Here we will discuss the
three basic things which a learner will require while taking the guitar lessons.

Firstly, you have to understand and learn the scales. There are around thousand of scales that must
be known to a guitarist when he was taking lessons, it has also been suggested that concentrate on
the pentatonic scales in the beginning. It is the well known scale for the guitarist because it is
required to many styles and types of music and it is very easy scale that anyone can easily grasp.
Usually there are five patterns to know while playing the guitar and it is must to learn all the five
patterns and also you need to practice these nodes daily for at least 15 â€“ 20 minutes. The day before
you was just playing without thinking of the patterns and the scales and without looking towards the
fret board, but now you have to follow the scales. To learn the scales easily follow the pattern of
step by step learning. First of all, learn the first scale carefully and after that move to another scale.
It is better to learn step by step and to take your time in t he beginning in order to play flawless
songs in future.

Secondly, you can also refer the books available online of the solo songs and to grasp them with the
help of your ear. This technique is known as learn from ear. For this, you can either record your
favorite music or can try to play some of the licks of that song which you like the most or you can
play without recording it. But make sure that you are following the scale pattern which we have
discussed before.

When you will try to play the licks you will able to learn more.
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If you are searching to know a how to play guitar, prefer the online lessons.
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